
4 God bless GMTs, among the easiest of watches to 

acquire. Every brand seems to produce one, so they 

range in price from Swatch to infinity. Seasoned 

collectors, however, rarely spare a thought for 

newcomers to a genre: newbies have to play catch-

up, disadvantaged as they are when compared to 

veteran collectors who have a decade’s (or more) 

head start.

Ken Kessler
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Imagine starting collections of Led Zeppelin on vinyl, or 

James Bond first editions, in 2010? Prices and rarity would 

soon eliminate all but the most well-heeled. Fortunately, 

watch collecting suffers this less than most, as there are 

fewer collectors after given pieces and GMTs in particular are 

almost as common as diving watches. But there is one watch-

collecting theme that serves as the exception: vintage Rolexes. 

Head and shoulders above all other makes, vintage Rolexes 

have experienced greater inflation than any marque other 

than the more rarefied Patek Philippe. And there are more of 

you seeking out their best pieces than any other make.

Why is this important when discussing GMTs? Simple – Rolex 

created the genre. Nobody is suggesting that the Rolex 

GMT Master, launched around 1955, introduced a 24-hour 

hand to wristwatches. Multiple time zones were covered in 

the 1930s by Cottier’s first world timers (See QP38). But 

the GMT Master made the dual-time zone format viable, 

covetable and therefore – as you’ll see – an essential for 

most watchmakers’ catalogues. 

There is good news, however, for watch lovers who fancy 

GMTs (generically speaking, that is, and not just Rolex’s 

offering, which is often confusingly referred to without the 

“Master”) as the core of their collections: as a general rule, 

they need not consider watches prior to the early 1950s. 

GMTs are, in watchmaking terms, a recent phenomenon, so 

scarcity and the ravages of age are not big issues.

Before regaling you with both Rolex’s saga and the genre 

as a whole, we need to define GMT. Established in the mid-

nineteenth century, primarily for railways from the 1840s 

Rolex Oyster Perpetual GMT-
Master 1957. Self-winding, 

water-resistant, stainless steel 
wristwatch that appeared at 

Antiquorum’s New York sale in 
December 2008.
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onward, Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) was the primary reference time 

zone for the British Empire and, therefore, the de facto standard for 

the world. It was based on the line of longitude running through the 

Greenwich Observatory. Its position and purpose are clear, unmistakable 

and perfectly suited to serving as the centre-point for the referencing 

of the world’s 24-hour time zones for all reasons bar the political: 

xenophobia, nationalism and any anti-British feeling at a given time are 

the only forces that mitigate against it.

In watch purchasing and collecting, confusion arises when watchmakers 

use the terms ‘GMT’ and ‘world timer’ interchangeably. For the sake of 

clarity, a GMT is a watch that allows the user to show two or more time 

zones, by any number of means; the term is also interchangeable with 

‘dual time zone’ watches, for one of the two zones can be set as GMT if so 

desired. The most obvious means of showing two zones is to house more 

than one separate movement in a single case (eg. Glycine’s Airman 7 with 

three) while the most common, cost-effective and truly basic method is 

the simple addition of a rotating bezel with a 12-hour scale. If you have a 

24-hour watch, like Breitling’s Cosmonaute, you could add a rotating 24-

hour outer bezel to serve the same function.

For the rotating bezel method, the user simply rotates it so that the hours 

in the second time zone line up with the hour hand, so if the hands are 

showing London time (proper Greenwich Mean Time) on the watch dial, 

one rotates the bezel one hour ahead clockwise to indicate time on the 

Continent, or eight hours anti-clockwise to show the USA’s West Coast.

A minor problem arises because a 12-hour dial cannot show morning or 

evening, so the user has to think carefully about the time in a second time 

zone if indicated by the outer bezel. It was and remains up to the user to 

set the main hands for either home time or destination; the most sensible 

is to use them for current location and to use the bezel for home time.

The Rolex way
A GMT as defined by Rolex, then, adds a fourth hand (to the primary 

hours, minutes and seconds hands) that rotates once every 24 hours, 

while the main hand continues to indicate a conventional 12-hour scale. 

What Rolex added as well as the 24-hour hand was a rotating 24-hour 

bezel, so the user had the hands showing both the 12-hour and 24-hour 

clocks, while the rotating bezel could be read against the 24-hour hand to 

show another zone. 

Another novel feature of the original Rolex GMT Master that should not 

be taken for granted, and which seems to be appearing less and less, was 

colouring the dial red for one half and blue for the other. It immediately 

revealed daylight vs night hours at a glance, with the 06.00-18.00 hours 

in red, and 18.00-06.00 in blue. Other watches, like the new Vostok, use 

black and silver; any two contrasting colours will work.

To continue the clarification of GMT versus world-timer, the latter 

indicates actual cities rather than arbitrary zones as defined by the user; 

some, like early Tissots, the classic Patek Philippes and recent Zeniths, 

can show all 24 zones at once. All world timers, too, are intrinsically 

GMTs, but GMTs are not necessarily world times. While a number of 

From top: Glycine’s 
original Airman model 
from 1953.

A 2007 Oyster 
Perpetual GMT-
Master II in steel with 
black dial.

The Glycine Airman 
7 Crosswise Circle 
Superluminova with 
four time zones in 
one model.
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such watches do combine both names, “World Timer GMT” is a 

mouthful too far. For this article, we’re looking solely at GMTs 

that show two or more zones and without city indication.

When you get to multiple zone watches, like certain Glycine 

Airman models with three separate movements and dials, the user 

needs to know which is which; Glycine’s Airman 7 conveniently 

labels the two smaller independent dials as ‘destinations’ to avoid 

confusion, the large dial being reserved for home time.

One other issue complicates the definition of GMT: the 

introduction of ‘UTC’ time to replace it as the world standard on 1 

January 1972. However much some prefer (with no small amount 

of justification) to attribute the invention of UTC to a French 

plot to move the centre of the time-keeping universe from 

Greenwich to Paris, the reality is that UTC was the response to 

atomic timekeeping and the need to tell the time in the modern 

era with split second accuracy. Atomic clocks, unlike previous 

devices and due to their extreme accuracy, do not keep time 

based on average solar time at a particular location. Atomic clock 

time keeping and, therefore UTC, compensate for the irregularity 

of the earth and the sun’s movements, by modifying the exact 

time periodically through the use of leap seconds.

UTC’s initials are an amalgam of the English and French names – 

Coordinated Universal Time in the former and Temp Universelle 

Coordinee in the latter – but for simplicity’s sake, it can stand for 

Universal Time Co-ordinated. Also, for simplicity’s sake, GMT and 

UTC are interchangeable with the exception of the accuracy of 

the seconds timekeeping. And while it is far more appropriate and 

accurate to use UTC instead of GMT, the latter has remained popular 

with watch companies, users and everyone who isn’t French.

But back to our friends in Geneva. Rolex, at the behest of the 

airline company Pan Am, developed a watch that could tell 

different times simultaneously, in response to the rapid increase 

in commercial air travel following the end of the Second World 

War. Distances had increased and pilots needed a quick reference 

as trans-continental flights crossed multiple time zones. Rolex 

responded with a true pilot’s watch with a fourth hand showing 

the time corresponding with the 24-hour outer bezel (with a 

highly visible triangle at 24). Pilots used the bezel time to display 

Greenwich Mean Time. This first model was ref. 6542, based on 

the existing ref. 6202 Turn-O-Graph with a different bezel and 

a modified movement featuring an additional 24-hour driving 

wheel, calendar and chronometer certification; it was the first 

Rolex to feature the ‘cyclops’ magnifier over the date window.

Credit for this modern classic goes to Pan Am’s Captain Frederick 

Libby and Rolex executive and Public Relations Director Rene-

Paul Jeanneret. To this day, the latest GMT Master II is instantly 

recognisable as a descendent of the 1954 original, even as the 
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Above: 
Meisterstuck GMT 
Montblanc pink gold 
chronometer wristwatch with 
painted radial Roman numerals on a plain outer reserve, 
outer 1/5th seconds scale and 24-hour graduation for the 
2nd time zone. Sold at Antiquorum’s June 2009 New York 
sale for $3,840.

Below: This Reverso Geógraphique Jaeger-LeCoultre 
Reverso Geógraphique made in a limited 
edition of 500 in the 1990s 
appeared in Antiquorum’s 
May 2009 Geneva sale.
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red-and-blue bezel, affectionately known as the ‘Pepsi Cola’, is 

being phased out in favour of the less useful all-black bezel. 

Over the years, the company has added a quick-set date feature, 

scratch-proof sapphire crystal and, most importantly, the change 

to GMT Master II status with the introduction of the hour hand 

having the freedom to be set independently from the GMT 

hand, enabling the user to show three time zones. In addition to 

new functions, the GMT Master has, like so many of its siblings, 

undergone so many detail changes that a massive book has been 

published by Mondani just to help collectors identify them. For the 

purists, a pre-‘II’ GMT Master in steel, with pointed crown guards, 

plastic crystal and Pepsi bezel is the only way to go. London 

specialists have no problem asking between £4,000 and £7,000 

for them, while oddities can – as with all Rolexes – result in price 

tags so bizarre as to baffle even bankers in the City. 

Models for all
Rolex, however, wasn’t alone. Another dual-time zone ranks 

alongside it for prescience, just as the Submariner has to 

share honours with the Blancpain Fifty Fathoms for diving 

watch innovation. In 1953, Glycine launched its Airman model, 

known as well for a 24-hour hand in conjunction with a 12-

hour main hand, but Glycine has used it as a starting point for 

an entire range of models, some of which are among the largest 

timepieces on the market today. Glycine’s Airman family contains 

models with 24-hour and 12-hour hands with concentric scales, 

differing from the Rolex in that they don’t use a separate 

rotating external bezel. The aforementioned Airman 7 eliminates 

any worries about legibility by containing instead three separate 

movements and dials, but the original Airman of the 1950s is 

the one collectors covet. Expect to pay £1,000 for a clean but 

worn example. 

Beating both of them is Cartier, who, in 1922, released a Tank 

with two movements and a dial with two sets of hands, one above 

the other. Still available as the Louis Cartier XXL Two Time zones, 

it was originally designed as a gift for General John Pershing and 

proves that elegance is available to multi-time zone watches. 

Dressy models continue to proliferate, price-no-object multi-time 

zone watches including Girard Perregaux’s Vintage 1945 Rose 

Gold GMT, assorted Franck Muller Master Bankers, models from 

Roger Dubuis and others combining multiple dials with classic 

styling that couldn’t be further from pilots’ watches if they tried. 

A handsome compromise, though, is Ulysse Nardin’s superb 

GMT± Big Date. Despite its elegant styling, the 40mm GMT± 

Big Date is a traveller’s delight, the company having stated 

emphatically that home time is permanently displayed in a small 

window at the 9 o’clock position, labelled as such. Conveniently, 

the time is adjusted with press buttons that move the hour hand 

up or down, hence the model’s name.

Ulysse Nardin’s 40mm GMT± Big Date has the home time 
displayed in a small window at the 9 o’clock position.

Franck Muller’s Master Banker range 
offers a choice of GMTs including the 
Master Banker Master Calendar.

Louis Cartier XXL  
Two Time-Zonem.
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Styling, however, is subjective and serious enthusiasts tend to 

treat GMTs as tools, and not necessarily with a pilot’s theme. 

Heuer, during the height of its fascination with chronographs 

with a motor racing flavour in the 1960s and 1970s, released 

a GMT version of the much-loved Autavia. This three-register 

chronograph featured a bold yellow hand to indicate the 24-hour 

clock. Neither are diving watches immune; Panerai has produced 

a steady flow of GMTs since the 1997 change of ownership.

Of a far more serious mien, though, are those unabashedly 

playing to the airborne audience. IWC’s Reference IW325110 

Spitfire UTC eschews the GMT tag altogether, as does Bremont’s 

ALT1-Z. This takes it a stage further: the ‘Z’ stands for ‘Zulu time’, 

which is the professional pilot’s lingo for UTC. With the Bremont, 

it’s part of a full-function chronograph. At the other end of the 

scale, serving as an affordable introduction to GMTs, is the 

entirely Russian-made Vostok Europe N1 Rocket. I picked one up 

on a recent trip to Germany for a mere €182, not a lot to pay for a 

watch containing a 2426 Vostok Russian watch movement with 

blued steel parts, in a 42mm black PVD case and with a prominent 

red 24-hours hand and two-colour day & night indicator.

There is, however, a far more simple solution to the vexing time 

zone question. Do as does Nicolas Hayek, boss of the Swatch 

Group: you could always wear more than one watch at a time.  8

“3 Registers” GMT Heuer Autavia, circa 1976 that 
featured in the recent Patrizzi Auction of Heuers.

Middle: “Yellow 24-hour Hand” Heuer Autavia GMT, 
circa 1972. Part of a collection sold In December 
2009 by Patrizzi.

Right: For the professional jet-setter, IWC has the 
Spitfire UTC.

Panerai’s Luminor  
8-Days Chrono 

Monopulsante GMT_
PAM00277, 1950. 
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